
The Father of the Nation, Quaid-i-Azam Mohammad Ali
Jinnah’s achievement as the founder of Pakistan dominates
everything else he did in his long and illustrious public life

spanning some 42 years. Yet, by any standard, his was an eventful
life, his personality multidimensional and his achievements in other
fields were many. 

Indeed, several were the roles he had played with distinction, at
one time or another.  He was one of the greatest legal luminaries the
sub continent had produced during the first half of the century, a
great constitutionalist, a distinguished parliamentarian, a top-notch
politician, an indefatigable freedom-fighter, a dynamic Muslim
leader, a political strategist and, above all one of the greatest
nation-builders of modern times. 

What, however, makes him so remarkable is the fact that while
similar other leaders assumed the leadership of traditionally well-
defined nations and espoused their cause, or led them to freedom,
he created a nation out of an inchoate and down-trodden minority
and established a cultural and national home for it. And all that he
did within the short span of time of a decade. 

For over three decades before the successful culmination in
1947, of the Muslim struggle for freedom in the South-Asian sub-
continent, Jinnah led the Indian Muslims, as their most prominent
leader - the Quaid-i-Azam. He fought, relentlessly and inexorably,
for the inherent rights of the Muslims for an honorable existence in
the subcontinent. He guided their affairs, gave expression to their
aspirations, lent coherence and direction to their legitimate goals
and cherished dreams, and formulated these into concrete demands.
And, above all, he strived all the while to get these demands con-
ceded by both the ruling British and the numerous Hindus, the dom-
inant segment of India’s population. Indeed, his life story consti-
tutes, as it were, the story of the rebirth of the Muslims of the sub-
continent and their spectacular rise to nationhood.

Message from the Ambassador

It gives me great pleasure to extend
warmest felicitations to all Pakistanis
living in Kuwait on the auspicious

occasion of the 71th Independence Day
of Pakistan.  Freedom is indeed the
greatest gift of Almighty that comes
with great responsibilities. In the words
of the father of the nation, Quaid-e-
Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah, “The cre-
ation of the new state has placed a
tremendous responsibility on the citi-
zens of Pakistan. It gives them an oppor-
tunity to demonstrate to the world how
can a nation, containing many elements,
live in peace and amity and work for the
betterment of all its citizens, irrespective
of cast and creed”. (Message on 15
August 1947) 

Pakistan’s Independence marked the
successful culmination of a heroic
struggle of the Muslims of the sub-con-
tinent for their right to have a separate
homeland of their own. Seventy-One
years ago, on this day, Pakistan
appeared on the map of the world as
the largest Islamic country in the world.
It was a blessed coincidence that this
great country was born on the 27th of
the holy month of Ramadhan. While cel-
ebrating this Independence Day of
Pakistan, it gives us great satisfaction
that, by the grace of Almighty Allah,
Pakistan has emerged victorious and
stronger out of many challenges that it
faced for decades. 

Peace and stability is returning to
Pakistan thanks to the heroic sacrifices
made by our brave armed forces and
the people of Pakistan. Our economy is
showing signs of recovery and a high
growth trajectory after remaining under
pressure for several years. The transfor-
mational China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor project is attracting world
attention and investors, both domestic
and foreign, are queuing up for the
opportunities opening up in Pakistan.  

Democracy is flourishing and a new
government has been elected after
closely contested general elections. Our
institutions are performing their func-

tions. Our courts are dispensing justice
without fear or favor and our civil socie-
ty is vigilant and vocal. Our media,
among the freest in the world, is playing
a robust role in promoting a culture of
transparency, debate, and free flow of
information. 

The leadership of the two brotherly
countries of Pakistan and Kuwait are
determined to convert the huge reser-
voir of mutual good will into a strong
partnership through expanding cooper-
ation in diverse fields, notably trade,
energy and investment. Overseas
Pakistanis, including the patriotic
Pakistani community in Kuwait, has to
play an important role in this endeavor.
All of us need to do our best to pro-
mote Pakistan’s interests in every way
possible, from projecting a good image
of Pakistan to mobilizing trade and
investment. 

While thanking Allah Almighty for
His infinite favors in the shape of citizen-
ship of a free nation, with our destiny in
our own hands, let us humbly pray for
the unity, security, progress and pros-
perity of Pakistan.  I pray to Allah
SubhanahuwaTaala to be our savior and
guide! Ameen!

Mr. Ghulam Dastgir

Quaid-i-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah (1876-1948)

The Father of the Nation

The story of the struggle for Pakistan is
unique among other independence
movements in the sense that it relied

more on mass public support through demo-
cratic mobilization, peaceful negotiations and
consensus building rather than armed opposi-
tion and use of violent means. From the time
Quaid-i-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah took
over the reins of Pakistan movement, the entire
struggle was waged within the legal frame-
work in vogue, so much so, that the Quaid-i-
Azam earned the distinction of being a leader
who never spent even a single day in jail.

Earlier, Muslims had played a lead role in
the 1857 War of Independence and therefore
suffered suppression under the British colo-
nial rule. They also did not reconcile with the
supremacy of the British and thus remained at
a disadvantage as compared to the majority
Hindu community that had better adjusted to
the changed environment and dominated
commerce and services under the British. 

By the late nineteenth century, the condi-
tion of Muslims in the subcontinent had sunk
so low in the political, economic and social
spheres of life that they were unable to com-

pete with the Hindu majority. An important
first response to change this predicament was
the reformist movement of Sir Syed Ahmed
Khan who founded the Mohammad an Anglo-
Oriental College at Aligarh to encourage
Muslims to receive modern education. 

The other towering figure who emerged on
the political scene around the turn of the cen-
tury was Muhammad Iqbal, a poet and
philosopher, who wished to make progress an
integral principle of life of Muslims.

Continued on Page 2
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He was of the view that the spiritual force of Islam
bound the Muslims of South Asia together into one nation. 

Politically, the Muslim concerns about their rights led to
the founding of the All India Muslim League in 1906. The
immediate cause that precipitated this development was
the Muslim reaction to Hindu agitation over the partition
of Bengal into a Muslim majority province of East Bengal
and Hindu majority province of West Bengal that was later
annulled by the British disregarding interests of Bengali
Muslims. 

The formation of the League proved to be one of the
most vital steps towards mobilization of the Muslims of the
subcontinent, as the party primarily focused on safeguard-
ing Muslim interests such as separate electorates and
assured representation for minorities in the central and
provincial legislatures. The League also played a broader
role such as in reflecting the sentiments of the Muslims
over the Balkan war (1912) which was regarded by the
Muslims of the subcontinent as an attempt by the
European powers to drive Turkey out of Europe. 

By 1909 following the Minto-Morley reforms, even
though the possibility of the British leaving the subconti-
nent still seemed remote, the demand for constitutional
self-government had gained ground. In 1913, Mohammad
Ali Jinnah, a prominent political leader and barrister, (who
later became known as the “Quaid-i-Azam” or “the great
leader”) was persuaded to join the Muslim League. One of
the significant achievements of Jinnah, after joining the
League, was to secure an agreement between the Muslim
League and the Congress on a scheme of constitutional
reforms leading to self government, known as the
Lukhnow Pact (1916). It earned him the title of
“Ambassador of Hindu-Muslim Unity” and demonstrated
his willingness to work with Hindu leaders in the vital
interest of securing an end to alien subjugation. 

An All Parties Conference met in 1928 to draft a consti-
tution for India. The drafting sub-committee headed by
Motilal Nehru, published the Nehru Report after the
Conference which came as a shock to the Muslims since it
provided no safeguards to protect the rights of the
Muslims as a community. The Report’s constitutional pro-

visions virtually relegated them to remain permanently
under the government of an unalterable Hindu majority. 

Jinnah put forward his counter proposals to the Nehru
Report, in an attempt to give a workable shape to the
constitutional scheme for the independence of the sub-
continent. His proposals known as the historic “Fourteen
Points” mainly envisaged: a federal constitution, a uniform
measure of provincial autonomy, an adequate representa-
tion of minorities in all elected bodies, including the legis-
latures; a system of separate electorates, not less than
one-third representation of Muslims in Parliament in
accordance with the Muslim population, a guarantee of

religious freedom to all communities, an assured share for
Muslims in the services and safeguards for the protection
and promotion of Muslim culture. However, the Congress
rejected Jinnah’s “Fourteen Points”. His disappointment
was acute and it was shared by Muslims throughout the
subcontinent. 

Muslim suspicions of the Congress further deepened in
1937 when elections to the provincial legislatures were
held and led to the formation of Congress ministries in 7
out of the 11 provinces. The Congress rule was seen as dis-
criminatory and insensitive to Muslims and their distinctive
culture.  The Congress flag flew on public buildings; Bande

Matram, a song from an anti-Muslim novel, was made the
national anthem; Hindi replaced Urdu; Muslim representa-
tion in the public services was reduced. The Congress rule
produced a deep sense of insecurity and resentment
among Muslims. 

Finally, on 23 March 1940, at the Muslim League ses-
sion in Lahore, the historic “Pakistan Resolution” was
adopted which gave a clear direction towards independ-
ence and a homeland for Muslims, spurring political
awareness and action among the Muslims of Bengal,
Punjab, Sindh, Balochistan and the North West Frontier.
They rallied around Jinnah, whom they reverently called
the Quaid-i-Azam (the Great Leader).

Congress reaction to the Muslim demand for a home-
land was strongly negative. When negotiations between
the League and the Congress failed to arrive at an agreed
modus operandi, the British government decided to hold
general elections in January 1946. The League emerged
vindicated as the representative of the Muslim voice by
winning all the Muslim seats in the Central Assembly. 

In June 1947, the British announced the ‘Partition Plan’
based largely on the principle of majority Muslim areas
constituting Pakistan. On 11 August 1947, the Quaid-i-
Azam inaugurated the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan.
On  14 August 1947, the last British Viceroy Mountbatten
arrived in Karachi and formally proclaimed the transfer of
sovereignty to the new state. On the same day, Quaid-i-
Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah was sworn in as the first
Governor General of Pakistan. 

Young Pakistan faced daunting challenges of nation
building with no resources and absence of industry and
infrastructure compounded by massive influx of refugees
and the early confrontation with India on Kashmir, which
should have been a part of Pakistan in accordance with the
partition plan and the manifest wishes of the Kashmiri
people. The Kashmiris still await implementation of UN
resolutions for a plebiscite to determine their future.
Despite these tribulations, hard work and dedication
helped the new country to steady itself. Today, Pakistan is
a strong, stable, democratic and economically vibrant
Asian and Muslim country, vigorously pursuing the aspira-
tions of its people and the vision of its founding fathers for
building a prosperous modern society committed to pro-
moting peace and progress in the world. 
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Quaid taking the oath as the first Governor General of Pakistan from Justice Sir Abdul Rashid on August 15, 1947.

Pakistan’s sports industry is located in and around the famous industri-
al center of Sialkot. Many people have tried to establish the reason
for localization of this particular industry in the region. However, it is

a fact that the start of this industry in Sialkot was the result of a simple inci-
dence.  In the days of the British rule around the late eighteen-seventies,
the British officers used to play a racket game known as Minton. Such a
racket was given to a local artisan for repairs but the same was broken dur-
ing the process. Instead, the artisan made a new racket all by himself. 

The racket made was much better than the original racket. When the
officer saw the racket made by the artisan, he said that it was badminton.
This is how Sialkot pioneered the game of Badminton and the foundation
was laid of an industry, which later became famous in all parts of the world.

On gaining independence in 1947, this was perhaps the only industry
in Pakistan which immediately helped the new nation to export her manu-
factured consumer products. In the beginning, only low-cost products
were manufactured and exported and catered for an un-ending demand
for cheaper sports goods.  As the demand for better articles increased,
Sialkot moved slowly towards producing sophisticated sports articles of a
wide range.

There is now a high degree of specialization and Pakistani sports
goods have received world-wide recognition because of superior
designs, quality materials and highly skilled workers. Pakistan produces a
wide and comprehensive range of all types of sports goods, accessories
and games and athletic equipment. The range covers leather balls, leather
gloves, sports shoes, rackets, hockey sticks, hockey balls, cricket acces-
sories, polo sticks, polo balls, in-door and out-door games gymnastic and

athletics. The footballs from Sialkot have scored everywhere and it was
no surprising  that the football that graced the World Cup and called
‘Tango’ came from Sialkot.

At present, the entrepreneurial hub of Pakistan, Sialkot has more than
3,000 small and medium sized units and over 50 well established state-of-
the-art factories manufacturing world-class sports goods. Talking of soccer
balls alone Sialkot caters to around 70% of world demand of hand stitched
inflatable balls, which translates into around 40 million balls annually. These
balls are exported to world markets by 1,000 plus entrepreneurs.

Sialkot gained international celebrity status when it produced the
“Tango Ball” used in FIFA Football World Cup in 1982. This led to the fur-
ther growth of soccer ball industry in the city. Another feather in the cap of
Pakistani Sports goods industry came when a Sialkot based sports goods
manufacturing house, Forward Sports, was given the task to supply soccer
balls - named Brazuca - for the FIFA 2014 event on a short notice of 33
days. Forward Sports exported over 42 million Brazuca balls to Brazil.

Pakistani exporters of sports goods, mainly from Sialkot, also made their
mark at the Munich ISPO 2015 held last year in January. Around 120 manu-
facturers and traders represented Pakistan. The featured sports goods
included equipment of various specifications as well as textile items and
protective gear for sports such as cycling, skating, skiing and boxing
among other. Pakistani goods remained center of attraction for thousands
of trade visitors from 109 countries.

Sports goods industries in Sialkot is remarkable success story due to the
unmatched skill and craftsmanship of local workers and supportive role
played by the government to encourage and facilitate export of sports

goods. The government has taken many positive steps and has offered vari-
ous incentives to the local manufacturers.

The bustling sports goods industry of Pakistan 

Handmade sporting goods
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The economy of Pakistan is the 25th largest in the
world in terms of purchasing power parity (PPP),
and 42nd largest in terms of nominal gross domestic

product. Pakistan has a population of over 207 million (the
world’s 5th-largest), giving it a nominal GDP per capita of
$1,641 in 2018, which ranks 147th in the world for 2016. 

However, Pakistan’s undocumented economy is estimat-
ed to be 36% of its overall economy, which is not taken into
consideration when calculating per capita income. Pakistan
is a developing country and is one of the Next Eleven, the
eleven countries that have a potential to be among the
world’s large economies in the 21st century. The economy is
semi-industrialized, with centers of growth along the Indus
River. Primary export commodities include textiles, leather
goods, sports goods, chemicals, carpets/rugs and medical
instruments.

Growth poles of Pakistan’s economy are situated along
the Indus River; the diversified economies of Karachi and
major urban centers in the Punjab, coexisting with lesser
developed areas in other parts of the country. The economy
has suffered in the past from internal political disputes, a
fast-growing population, mixed levels of foreign investment. 

Foreign exchange reserves are bolstered by steady
worker remittances, but a growing current account deficit -
driven by a widening trade gap as import growth outstrips
export expansion - could draw down reserves and dampen
GDP growth in the medium term. Pakistan is currently
undergoing a process of economic liberalization, including
privatization of all government corporations, aimed to
attract foreign investment and decrease budget deficit. In
October 2016, foreign currency reserves crossed $24.0 bil-
lion, which has led to stable outlook on the long-term rating
by Standard & Poor’s. In 2016, BMI Research report named
Pakistan as one of the ten emerging economies with a par-
ticular focus on its manufacturing hub.

In October 2016, the IMF chief Christine Lagarde con-
firmed her economic assessment in Islamabad that
Pakistan’s economy was ‘out of crisis ‘The World Bank pre-
dicts that by 2018, Pakistan’s economic growth will increase
to a “robust” 5.4% due to greater inflow of foreign invest-
ment, namely from the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor.
According to the World Bank, poverty in Pakistan fell from
64.3% in 2002 to 29.5% in 2014. Pakistan’s fiscal position
continues to improve as the budget deficit has fallen from
6.4% in 2013 to 4.3% in 2016. The country’s improving
macroeconomic position has led to Moody’s upgrading
Pakistan’s debt outlook to “stable”. In 2017, Pakistan’s GDP
in terms of purchasing power parity crossed $1 trillion.

Important points on the economy 
• Pakistan is rich in natural resources and has the capac-

ity to become self sufficient in energy, having huge sedi-
mentary basins stretching over 827,268 sq. km, offering
immense potential for exploration and development of local
natural resources with an exploration success ratio of 1: 3. 

• A new gas reserve has been found in the Kirthar range
in the Kirthar Fold belt region, 270 km North of Karachi.
The ENI, with joint venture partners  PPL and Kuwait
Foreign Petroleum Exploration Company are working on
the project. The gas supply from said  reserves would be
possible within the next three years 

• In the Oil & Gas sector, GoP has announced a 10-year
road map for private investment that is aimed at drilling up
to 100 wells a year.  

• The two main pipe line projects: Iran-Pakistan (IP)
Project & Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India
(TAPI) project will produce 750 MMCFD and 1.34 BCFD
gas to Pakistan, respectively. 

• Pakistan is eyeing on acquiring an additional refining
capacity of above 6 million tons per year, and reducing
import of refined products to 90”10 of total consumption.
Pakistan Petroleum Limited (PPL) has announced the dis-
covery of condensate and gas reserves in the Sangard dis-
trict of Sindh. This discovery will add to hydrocarbon
reserves and will also reduce the gap between supply and
demand of oil and gas.  

• The GoP redrafted Petroleum Exploration &
Production (PEP) in 2012 with the stated objectives of
diminishing reliance on energy imports by providing addi-
tional incentives to exploration and production (E&P) com-
panies to enhance indigenous production

Taking a look at Pakistan’s economy 

Lovingly called the “King of Fruits”, Mangos are
one of the most popular and best-loved fruits
worldwide. Hundreds of varieties of mangoes are

known to exist in Pakistan. The most popular commer-
cial varieties come in all different in colors and sizes,
and each with a distinct flavor and taste - including
Anwar Retol, Dasehri, Langra, Chaunsa, Sindhri.

Pakistani Mango is considered as the fruit of excel-
lence and thus has a prominent position among the
commercial fruits grown in Pakistan. Pakistani mangoes
are one of the most popular and best-loved fruits
worldwide, therefore, enjoy a prominent position in the
international market. Because of its excellent flavor,
attractive fragrance, beautiful shades of color, delicious
taste and healthy value, Pakistani mangoes are now
recognized as one of the supreme fruits in the world
market.

Grown in the Punjab and Sindh provinces of
Pakistan, they are available in abundance from May to
September. Ripe fruits are mainly eaten fresh, but are
also used in preparing squash, jam, other preserves, and
sometimes canned. Young mangoes are used in making
mango chutneys and pickles.  Mangoes contain sugar,
an important source of Vitamin A, B and C and small
amounts of protein, iron, calcium and phosphorus are
also present. 

Mangoes - King of Fruits
and a Pakistani delight

Major varieties of Pakistani Mangoes include  :-

CHAUNSA
The best season for this Mango is between end-July and
start-August.

SINDHRI
Its origin is from Mir PurKhas in the Sindh province of
Pakistan. Its peak season is from mid-may to mid-June.

ANWAR RATOL
It is extensively grown in the Punjab province of
Pakistan. Its peak season is from mid-July to August.

LANGRA
The best time for this Mango is during the last two weeks
of July.



From the mighty stretches of the Karakorams
in the North to the vast alluvial delta of the
Indus River in the South, Pakistan remains a
land of high adventure and nature. Trekking,
mountaineering, white water rafting, wild

boar hunting, mountain and desert jeep safaris, camel
and yak safaris, trout fishing and bird watching, are a
few activities, which entice the adventure and nature
lovers to Pakistan.

Pakistan is endowed with a rich and varied flora and
fauna. High Himalayas, Karakoram and the Hindukush
ranges with their alpine meadows and permanent snow
line, coniferous forests down the sub-mountain scrub,
the vast Indus plain merging into the great desert, the
coast line and wetlands, all offer a remarkably rich vari-
ety of vegetation and associated wildlife including avi-
fauna, both endemic and migratory. Ten of 18 mam-
malian orders are represented in Pakistan with species
ranging from the world’s smallest surviving mammals,
the Mediterranean Pigmy Shrew, to the largest mammal
ever known; the blue whale. Pakistan offers tourism in
various areas including Eco and Environment; Spiritual;
Heritage; Sports and Medical.

Unique Mountains, Valleys and Glaciers
Northern areas of Pakistan, spread over 72,496 sq

km are as fascinating as its southern region. Amidst
towering snow-clad peaks with heights varying from
1000 m to over 8000 meter, the valleys of Gilgit, Hunza
and Skardu recall Shangri-La. The cultural patterns in
this region are as interesting as its topography.

The people with typical costumes, folk dances,
music and sports like polo and buzkashi provide the
traveler an unforgettable experience. Nowhere in the
world there is such a great concentration of high moun-
tains, peaks, glaciers and passes except Pakistan. Of the
14 over 8000 peaks on earth, 4 occupy an amphithe-
ater at the head of Baltoro glacier in the Karakoram
range. These are: K-2 (8611 m, world second highest),
Broad Peak (8047m), Gasherbrum I (8068m) and
Gasherbrum II (8035m). There is yet another which is
equally great, that is, Nanga Parbat (8126m) at the
western most end of the Himalayas.

In addition to that, there are 68 peaks over 7000m
and hundreds which are over 6000 m. The Northern
Pakistan has some of the longest glaciers outside Polar
region; Siachen (72 km), Hispar (61 km.), Biafo (60 km.),
Baltoro (60 km.), Batura (64 km.), Yenguta (35 km.),
Chiantar (34 km.), Trich (29 km.) and Atrak (28 km.).
The lower Himalayan valleys of Swat, Kaghan and
Chitral in the Hindukush range equally share the beauty
and diverse culture of the Northern Pakistan.

The Silk Route 
For centuries, the Silk Route remained the main trad-

ing route between the South Asia and the Central Asia.
After the construction of the Karakoram Highway
(KKH) in 1982 along the same alignment, joining
Pakistan with Chinese Muslim autonomous region of
Xinjiang, the ancient trade link has been revived. The
KKH has provided a great opportunity for international
travelers to explore the un-spoilt natural beauty, unique
culture and ancient traditions of the Northern Pakistan
together with the other Silk Road countries like China,
Kirgizstan, Tajikistan, Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan.

The Karakorams
Karakoram means black mountain in Turkish. This

splendid magnificent collection of dark brown and
black metamorphic rocks is the most unique mountain
range. It has the largest concentration of lofty pinnacles
and mountains in the world, stretching for 400 kms
with 250 kms depth. It is bounded by Shhyok River in
the east and Karamber, Ishkuman and Gilgit Rivers in
the west in the north-east it is bounded by Shaksgam
river and in the south-west by Shyok and the Indus
rivers, Karakoram is specially characterized by its fis-
sured rocks, gendarme like vertical features and steep
slopes presenting great challenge to climbers and
adventure seekers.

Four peaks above eight thousand meters ie, K-2,
Gasherbrum 1 & 2 and Broad Peak are situated in
Karakoram in a radius of just twenty kms around a
famous glacial junction called Concordia. The sub
regions of the Karakoram are Baltoro, Soltoro, Hispar,
Lupghar, Khunjerab, Panmah, Aghilm, Masherbrum,
Saser, Siachen, Rimo, Batura, Rakaposhi/Bogrot and
Haramosh. 

The snow line in this range varies between 4200 to
4500 meters during the summers. The temperatures in
the area are extreme and there is large difference
between lowest and highest temperatures during a day.
Monsoons do not penetrate this area. Most suitable
climbing season in Karakoram being from the month of
May till end of September each year. Climbing during
winters is, however, possible. Besides high mountains,
Karakoram is inhabited by the largest glaciers outside
the polar region.

Where mountains meet
Stretching north from the Arabian Sea, the plains of

Pakistan culminate into the lush valleys of Dir, Swat and
Kaghan. Beyond them, lie the great northern valleys of
Chitral, Gilgit, Hunza and Baltistan. Separating the two
river systems which drain from these valleys is the
Hindu Raj range, a chain of mountains which forms one
of the sharpest cultural boundaries in the world: the
cultural line between Central and Northern Asia. Still
further north, the Karakoram and Hindu Kush ranges
shape the western extension of the Himalayas.

Tough and sparsely populated, Pakistan’s northern
valleys exhibit the diversity one would expect of a
boundary area. In the east, Baltistan shows an affinity
with Tibet; in fact, its language is a dialect of archaic
Tibetan and many remnants of Tibetan culture can still
be observed, In the Gilgit region, Shina is the dominant
language. Gilgit’s most prominent contribution to the
area seems to be the Gilgiti cap worn throughout most
of northern Pakistan. To the north, legendary Hunza
confirms its reputation as one of the world’s great
mountain communities. Its Language - Burushaki -
seems unrelated to any other and its origins remain a
mystery. 

Like Chitral to the west, Hunza manifests its age-old-
contact with Central Asia, the consequence of lying
abreast of the Caravan routes that spread south from
the all-important passes. Within the borders of Chitral
are the Kafir valleys of Birir, Rambur and Bomburet. In
a nation that is almost entirely Muslim, the Kafir are
unique; they are Pagans (Kafir means infidel) with their
own very original beliefs, customs and art forms. The
land of these northern valleys is best described as

mountainous. During winter, heavy snow separate the
valleys from the rest of the world for six months. In the
summer, temperatures over 100 degrees are common.
In Skardu, one is immediately struck by the juxtaposi-
tion of sand dunes and show-capped peak.

Trekking in Pakistan
Pakistan is a paradise for trekkers. Most of the

trekking routes lies in the northern mountains of the
Hindukush, the Karakorams and the Himalayas. For most
of the treks, trekking season is between May to
October. The Ministry of Tourism, Government of
Pakistan, has defined trekking as walking below 6000
m. It has designated three zones for trekking; open,
restricted and closed. Foreigners may trek anywhere in
open zone without a permit or services of a licensed
mountain guide.

For trekking in restricted zone, foreigners must pay
a fee of US$ 20 per person per trek to obtain a
trekking permit from the Ministry of Tourism, Govt. of
Pakistan Islamabad. It also requires to hire a licensed
mountain guide; buy a personal accident insurance pol-
icy for the guide and the porters and to attend manda-
tory briefing and de-briefing at the Ministry of Tourism,
on the beginning and end of the trekking trip. No
trekking is allowed in closed zones which are the areas
near Pak-Afghan border and near the Line of Control
with Indian-held Kashmir

For centuries travelers have been lured by the grander
and massiveness of the Karakoram and Hindukush. The
Chinese were the earliest known travelers on the famous
Silk Route which passed through these magnificent
ranges and recorded their impressions of dark moun-
tains, rope bridges and mighty glaciers.

Helicopter Safaris 
Heli Safaris to the roof of the World - A great oppor-

tunity for those who have limited time but still like to
have a bird’s eye view of Pakistan’s Northern paradise.
All these safaris begin from Islamabad. We use Mi-17
(24 passengers) and ALT-III (5 passengers) helicopters
for these heli-safaris. Fairy Meadows - The last moun-
tain wilderness of the Himalayas, lying under the shad-
ow of Nanga Parbat (8,126 m), waiting for you to
explore by helicopter.

Trango Towers 
It is a freestanding shaft culminating in the Trango

Group, located on the left of Baltoro Glacier. It is the
highest granite tower and considered to be the finest
rock pinnacle in the world.

Concordia 
This chaotic jumble of ice and rocks looks like an

amphitheater rimmed by ice streams descending from
four highest mountains of the Karakorams (K-2,
Gasherbrum-I, Gasherbrum-II and Gasherbrum-IV).
The point rests on the junction of two great glaciers -
Baltoro and Godwin Austin. Being at Concordia means
to be face to face with K-2 (8,611 m), a real soul stirring
experience.

K-2 
“It was one of those sights which impress a man for

ever, and produce a permanent effect upon the mind”

(Francis Youghusband (1896) - First view of K-2). “The
sight was beyond my comprehension and I sat gazing
at it with a kind of timid fascination” (Eric Shipton).
Kalash Tribes & Chitral Valley - Chitral, an area which
was focus of the “Great Games”, at the turn of the 19th
Century, is a land of ancient forts, rivers, springs and
unique culture. The valleys of Brir, Rambur and
Bamburet are the home of the only pagan tribe -
Kalash, ‘the wearers of black robes’.

Best time to visit: March to November

PIA AIR Safari 
The World’s highest mountain ranges - the mighty

Himalayas, the rugged Karakorams, the magnificent
Hindu Kush and the mysterious Pamirs congregate
along the far Northern frontiers of Pakistan to form an
awesome natural bastion along its borders with India,
China, Afghanistan, the Central Asian Republics and
Russia. In fact, Pakistan’s towering Northern frontiers
bestow upon this country the most endowed mountain
region on Earth, making it the only country to boast of
literally ALL of the highest mountain ranges of the
World.

It is because of this, that Pakistan International
Airlines offers, perhaps the most unique Air Safari on
Earth: a grandiose flight into the ultimate realm of the
mountains! It is a flight through a virtual forest of liter-
ally hundreds of over 7000 meter peaks, inclusive of
five that fall into the 14 highest mountains of the world
that are over 8,000 meters.

The second highest mountain, the majestic K-2, the
ninth highest Nanga Parbat, universally dubbed “the
killer mountain”, on account of its forbidding reputation
in the mountaineering community, the 11th highest
Hidden Peak, the 12th highest Broad Peak and the 13th
highest Gasherbrum-II, are all part of this amazing
region. Four of these awesome peaks come together in
the most spectacular theatre on Earth - the Concordia,
called the Darbar of the Emperor of the Jinns from the
Arabian Nights! The locals believe that the “Badshah”
of this land of Jinns chose this spot for his court as it
was the loftiest and most remote on Earth. It offers all
this and much more.

Khyber Steam Safari
Richard Travithick produced the first locomotive by

bringing the locomotive and railway invention together
in 1804. Britishers brought this technology to the
Subcontinent and in order to augment their defence to
stop the Russian invasion on India, a 42 kms long
Khyber Railway lines was built by them in 1920s from
Peshawar to Landi Kotal at an enormous cost of 6 mil-
lion Rupees. This is one of the most historical and inter-
esting train journeys in the world today.

The train coaches are pulled and pushed by two
1920s vintage oil fired steam engines to climb 1200
meters through 34 tunnels and 92 bridges and culverts.
At one point the track climbs to 130 meters after a jour-
ney of 1.4 kilometers. A section of the track is shaped
like a W and the train has to move in changing direc-
tions. The tribal people travelled free as part of the
contract agreed upon when they allowed the British to
build the railway through their territory.

Welcome To Pakistan: 
The land of adventure and nature

Khyber Steam SafariA mosque in Hunza Valley

K2 Helicopter SafariBaltoro glacier
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